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Fabric quantity - width 140cm

trousers
version

jumpsuit
version

Sizes

1.30 m 1.75 m

1.80 m

2.20 m

1.60 m (legs in 
reverse direction)

2.20 m (if fabric
has a direction)

Thermofusing 20cm x 1meter
      + 1 zip of 20cm

Which size ? :

Waist measure in cm
(at hollow of the waist)

Hip measure in cm
(At the biggest buttocks 
level)

The pattern is drafted for 165cm height

Seams values are included in pattern 
Always 1cm, except 3cm at hem of legs bottom 
On pattern, you will find 2 lines :
- The exterior line is the cutting line
- The inside line ( dotted line) is the sewing line, like that you 
can see the seam value 

Fabrics :

This model was developed to be made
in a woven fabric, not extensible 
It is advisable a fluid fabric: 
viscose crepe, tencel, chambray, 
flanelle...
and in heavier and thicker fabric as 
cotton canevas,cotton satin, sergé,
gabardine, velvet...

My littles tips and tricks:
-Wash the fabric before begining
-Follow well the straight line during the pattern placement on the fabric 
-With a pen for fabric, draw aurond the pattern then remove the pattern before cutting 
-During the workmanship, follow well the seams value. 

All drawings, pictures and text are Clématisse pattern property. This pattern is for private use, only. 
Any part of this product can’t be reproduced or transmitted on any form



Legende : 

FRONT FABRIC BACK FABRIC LINING THERMOFUSING
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-Overlock the sides

front back

TUTO : trousers MIKY

inside

front fabric

-Press front crotches to do the �y by ironing.
-Maintain the top of �y by a stitching 

fold line 
in pattern

All drawings, pictures and text are Clématisse pattern property. This pattern is for private use, only. 
Any part of this product can’t be reproduced or transmitted on any form

-Sew back crotches togethers, front face  on front face,
then overlock. 
-Doing the same for front crotches 

-Sew darts at front and back legs, then press them to 
exterior direction for each leg.

-Press crotches seams

-Sew front and back legs togethers by side
 seams
-Then, press open seams 

Keep a zip opening 
17cm 

( seam allowance included)


